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Abstract—Data Visualization addresses the use of graphics with
the purpose to obtain or transmit the knowledge in a easier
and faster way, this is it main, and in many cases unique
purpose. Since their invention Data graphics has evolved and
many techniques has been developed, and in the last decades,
with the definition and evolution of the Data Science, Data
Visualization has become to be used profusely, in that manner
that, by one side, the Data Science Body of Knowledge, DS-BoK,
define five knowledge area groups that should be taught when
learning Data Science, in all of them Data Visualization is taken
a main role for different reasons applying each knowledge area;
and by other side all the Data Science development environments,
open source or proprietary, include tools for performing Data
Visualizations. This paper presents the results of a research
carried out with the main objective of improving the teaching
of data visualization using two ways: propose a new system to
classify the large amount of different graphical techniques for
presenting data that can be found in the literature; and analyze
using different attributes quite all the most important different
tools, open source and private, that are available to develop data
graphics mainly form a data visualization teaching point of view.
Index Terms—Data Science, Data Visualizaion, Data Science
Education, Data Visualization Education, Engineering Education,
Explanatory Graphs, Explorative Graphs, Open Software Visualization Tools, Propietary Software Visualization Tools.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Data visualization is a way of graphically representing
information and data. Charts help us reason about quantitative
information [1].
The Data Science Body of Knowledge, DS-BoK, define the
knowledge area groups that should be learned in Data Science,
in all of them Data Visualization is taken a main role for
different reasons applying each knowledge area, but has an
especially important role in Data Analytics. For that reason is
mandatory to teach Data Visualization when Data Science is
being taught.

Many different charts can be used for operational purposes,
such as improving efficiency, monitoring processes, studying
the geographic distribution of data, looking for trends and
relationships, reviewing the status of projects, developing ideas,
writing reports, analyzing data censuses, study sales results
among others [2]. And many software, open source and proprietary, tools can be used for deal with. For that reason is very
important to identify which of those tools are more efficient
for an data visualization educational use.
Before carrying out the comparative analysis, we propose
a new classification of the visualization techniques based on
three main types: according to their treatmen, according to their
shape and according to their movement. With this classification
we can better understand the operation of the graphics and
generate a clearer vision for the reader. In addition, by having
a well-structured classification, the analysis and the comparison
between the tools discussed below gives us clearer and more
useful information.
Once the classification is proposed, we will carry out a comparative analysis of the main tools for data visualization. On
the one hand, we will analyze open software tools, specifically
R and Python. On the other hand, we will focus on four of
the best positioned proprietary tools in 2020 Gartner Magic
Quadrant for Analytics and Business Intelligence [3]. These
tools are Power BI, Tableau, Microstrategy and Qlik.
Open source tools are those in which the user can obtain
a copy without cost and legally study its source code, modify
it and distribute it with other users. A software author uses
his or her own copyright to guarantee those rights to all user
by affixing to the code a standard, such as the General Public
License (GPL), commonly referred to as “copyleft” [4].
When all kinds of programmers work freely on a program’s
source code, it helps improve collaboration to troubleshoot
bugs and enables adaptation to different hardware platforms

and needs. In fact, this has happened and open source software
is well known today for its high degree of reliability and
portability [5].
On the other hand all software licensed under the exclusive
legal rights of the copyright holder is what we usually known as
proprietary software [6]. Within proprietary software we can
distinguish between software distributed on the market in a
massive way and that which is not.
Proprietary software in mass distribution reserves almost
all copyrights, except a license to ”run” the software on the
buyer’s computer. For proprietary software not found in the
mass market, any number of agreements can be agreed between
the seller and the consumer. The user could, for example, be
allowed to view the source code and make changes, but not
distribute those changes to others. (Without such permission,
consumer changes, if substantial enough, would comprise
derivative works, the creation of which is a right reserved to
the original author) [7].

A. Use
•

•

B. Shape
•

II. DATA V ISUALIZATION T ECHNIQUES C LASSIFICATION
In this paper we present a new classification of Data Graphics techniques, that, in the highest differentiate groups the
graphics techniques en three different but not exclusive groups
taking in to account three different attributes of the graphics:
•

•

•

Use. The types of data visualizations are defined according
to the use or treatment they make of the data, raw or
processed data.
Shape. The types of data visualizations are defined according to the different graphic elements use to build them,
that can be resume in its shape. This is the attribute used
in most of the data graphics classifications that can be
found in the literature. Within this classification there are
different graph subtypes that in turn have a wide variety
among them.
Movement. The types of data visualizations are defined
according to their movement, that is, whether or not the
display has elements that vary according to time.

•

•

One time that the approach to the graphics techniques has
been selected, different types of graphics can be found inside
them. The new classification is the following:
Use
– Exploratory
– Explanatory
• Shape
– Axes
– Circles
– Maps
– Rectangles
– Networks
– Drawings
• Movement
– Static
– Dynamic
In the next subsections we are going to describe the principal
features of each type of graphics.

Exploratory. The charts are made on raw data. i.e., a
simple scatter plot is an exploratory chart since it only
shows the raw data (a position value on the axes).
Explanatory. The charts are made on processed data.
Following the example, we had a scatter plot and we add
a regression line to it, we obtain an explanatory graph,
since we have performed an analysis on the data and we
have calculated the regression line.

•

•

•

Axes. An axis is a line that has many different functionalities including the reference from which the coordinates
are measured, orienting the graph and all the elements
found in it, acting as a vehicle through which the marks
and scales are displayed and forming a frame around the
graph. Therefore, it is known as an axis graph as any
graph that uses axes to complement the information that is
exposed in it. It is the subtype of graphics according to the
form with more variety. Specifically, we have identified
up to 44 different axis charts [2]. Some examples are the
area chart, box plot, column chart, pareto chart, scatter
plot, among others.
Circles. They use circles or circular shapes to represent
information. Usually they are used to show parts of a
whole, although not exclusively. We have identified up to
13 different circle graphs, among which are radar chart,
circular column graph, circle line graph, etc.
Maps. The only way to visually display information
regarding your physical (spatial) location is through map
graphics. To see how data is distributed geographically
there is no substitute for maps. They can be classified into six main categories: statistics, descriptive, flow,
topographic (we do not analyze them, since we focus
purely on the data, not on merely geographic information),
weather maps and special purpose maps. Within these
classifications we can find more specific subtypes such
as cartograms, connection graphs, etc. Maps with a more
specific purpose are identified by their own individual
headings. Generally we can find three forms of representation of map graphics such as representation on a
spherical or globe surface, representation on a base map
or flat surface and finally three-dimensional maps.
Rectangles. Also known as treemaps, they are a type of
chart that displays hierarchical data as a set of nested
rectangles. Each group is represented by a rectangle
whose area is proportional to its value. Various dimensions
(groups, subgroups, etc.) can be represented using color
schemes or interactive features [8]. This type of chart is
used primarily for two purposes: the first to show how
the whole is divided, and the second to show how it is
hierarchically organized.
Networks. They show the interconnections between a set
of entities where each entity is represented by a node
or vertex and the connections between the nodes are
represented by edges. We have identified up to 16 different

•

network graphs [9]. Some examples are Arc diagram,
Centralized Burst, Flow chart or Organic Rhizome.
Drawings. Drawing graphics or pictorial charts use images, sketches, symbols, icons, etc., instead of standard
data graphic elements. They are used to make the document look more interesting, to make the subject easier
to understand, or to improve communication where the
appearance of the object is relevant. Within this type of
graphics we include the well-known word cloud graphic,
which shows with a larger size the words that are most
repeated in a certain text.

C. Movement
Static. We know by static graphics any graphic that does
not have any interactive or dynamic element, that is, all
the information is shown in a still image that does not
change over time.
• Dynamic. The information they show varies with time.
Within dynamic graphics we can distinguish between
interactive graphics and animated graphics. On the one
hand, interactive charts are those in which we have
some control over chart elements. That interaction can
be information that is displayed when we slide the cursor
over certain elements of the graph, a graph with a timeline
that we can move on, etc. On the other hand, animated
graphics are those that by themselves vary the information
they show as a function of time, that is, they vary
continuously and we have no control over them. Similar to
what happens with the three great typologies, a dynamic
graph can be interactive and animated at the same time.
One of the characteristics of this differentiation is that, how
was said in the definition the three groups are not exclusive,
that means that a single data graphic will belong to the three
groups, i.e. a column graph is, from the use point of view, an
exploratory graph; a axis graph, from the shape point of view;
and it can be static or dynamic.
•

III. DATA V ISUALIZATION T OOLS A NALYSIS
In the following an analysis of the data visualization tools
is presented. It have been done for the two types of software:
• Open Source. The analysis of the open source software
has been done for R and Python, that are the main
environment for Data Science. and have been carried out
for their main visualization tools that are, respectively,
ggplot2 and matplotlib, but when the broad of those tools
dont́ reach specific techniques other specific packages are
analyzed to close that gap.
• Proprietary. The analysis of the proprietary software have
been done for the three of the four tools in the top right
quadrant, leaders, in the 2020 Gartner BI Magic Quadrant,
which are, Microsoft, Tableau, and Qlik; and one in the
top left, challengers, Microstrategy.
And a set of attributes has been defined to analyze both
visualization tools, open source and proprietary, from an educational point of view, that is, for their use for teaching the
Data Visualization techniques of Data Science, classified in
the previous section, taking that is to account, four attributes

have been defined: broad, depth, slope and documentation. The
meaning of each one of them is:
• Broad. Refers to the number of different types of data
visualization graphic techniques according to their shape
that the software is able to deal with. This attribute
measure the number of techniques that can be taught using
the tool.
• Depth. Refers to the number of characteristics of a specific
data visualization graphic technique that the software is
able to deal with. This attribute measures the level detail
with which an specif technique can be taught, and all the
aspect of the technique that can be used.
• Slope. Refers to the slope of the learning time that is
needed to manage the software fluently. If the software it
is easy to learn and apply the slope will be steep and if is
difficult the curve will be flat. This attribute measure the
difficulty of learning of the software by the students.
• Documentation. Refers to the documentation available to
know the functionality and use of the software. This
attribute is related with the slope but is not necessarily
correlated because a lot of documentation available not
imply that the software was easy to learn and use. This
attribute measure the amount of information about the
software that can be found and used for teaching and
learning it because that impact directly in its educational
use.
The results of the application of the defined attributes to the
selected tools is presented in the following subsections for each
tool, and when the broad of any tool is completed with the use
of other tools they are presented inside the subsection of the
tool.
A. ggplot2 (open source)
Graphics grammar-based R package that allows you to
implement graphics by combining certain components using
that grammar [10].
• Broad. The broad of ggplot2 is a range of 48.8%-67.85%.
That means that for the total number of the 84 different
types of graphics from the point of view of its shape stated
in section II, ggplot2 is able to manage 41, which is near
to be a half. This amount establish the lower value of the
range for the broad, the upper value is stablish because
ggplot2 package has extensions that can be installed and
with them the number of graphics supported increases
to 57. If the analysis is performed taking into account
the different types of graphics, very different results are
found for each type, that is, for axis graphics 28 of the
44 types are covered; for circle graphics 8 of the 13
types are covered. However, for network graphics, map
graphics, drawing graphics and rectangle graphics, their
support is low. To solve this problem other R packages
can be used, those packages have a low broad if all the
kinds of techniques are consider but they have a very high
broad for the specific kind of graphics for which they have
been developed. Some of them are: for network graphics
ggraph [11], igraph [12], ggnetwork[13] and more [14],
[15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]; for

•

•

•

map graphics we have plotly [24], ggmap [25], leaflet
[26]; for treemaps the treemapify [27] package adds all
the necessary functionality; for drawing graphics although
there are many variations with ggimage [28], waffle [29]
or wordcloud [30] we cover some of its variants. If the
movement is consider ggplot2 does not incorporate any
type of movement to its graphics, in this aspect a package
that can add this functionality is plotly.
Depth. The depth of ggplot2 is very high.
The high depth of ggplot2 is based on its layered structure
that allows you to modify quite all the attributes invloved
in the different graphics treated. i.e. only the geom rect
layer has 9 attributes to change the characteristics of
rectangular shapes such as borders, line thickness, opacity,
fill color, etc.
Slope. The slope of the learning process is very steep.
As we mentioned earlier, ggplot2 has a layered structure
that is based on graph grammar. Graphics are built step by
step by adding new elements or layers, resulting in great
flexibility for personalizing them. This is a simple and
clear structure to understand and can be extrapolated to
any graph that supports ggplot, however different it may
be from another. This allows that in general terms it is
a very easy package to understand and with a learning
curve that reaches the maximum very quickly.
Documentation. ggplot2 has a very high degree of documentation.
The official documentation of the package can be found at
its own CRAN address and it is composed by a document
of 284 pages that explains in detail each function and its
corresponding parameters. In addition, being part of an
open source tool package, it is very easy to find all kinds
of forums and web pages created by the community.

a.1) Matplotlib (open source)
Python library to implement 2D visualizations with a structure based on multiple objects. [31]
• Broad. The broad of ggplot2 is a range of 50%-55.95%.
That means that for the total number of the 84 different
types of charts from the point of view of their shape
set out in section II, matplotlib can manage 42, which
is exactly half. This amount establish the lower value
of the range for the broad, the upper value is stablish
because matplotlib package has extensions that can be
installed and with them the number of graphics supported
increases to 47. If the analysis is focused on the different
types of charts, very different results are obtained for
each type, that is, for axis charts 28 of the 44 types are
covered; For pie charts, 9 of the 13 types are covered.
However, for network graphics, map graphics, drawing
graphics, and rectangle graphics, their compatibility is
low. To solve this problem other Python packages can be
used, those packages have a low broad if all the kinds of
techniques are consider but they have a very high broad
for the specific kind of graphics for which they have
been developed. Some of them are: for network graphics
igraph [32] or networkx [33]; for map graphics we have
plotly [34], geopandas [35] or geoplot [36]; for treemaps

•

•

•

squarify [37] or pygal [38]; for drawing graphics waffle
[29] or wordcloud [39] cover some of its variants. If the
movement is consider matplotlib does not incorporate any
type of movement to its graphics, in this aspect a package
that can add this functionality is plotly.
Depth. The depth of matplotlib is very high.
The high depth of matplotlib is based on its multiple
object structure that allows you to modify quite all the
attributes invloved in the different graphics treated. i.e.
only the matplotlib.pyplot.barh layer has 5 attributes to
change the characteristics of columns shape as y coordinates, width, height, left (x coordinates of the left sides
of the bar) and align but it also has 10 more attributes to
change colors, labels, etc.
Slope. The slope of the learning process is slightly steep.
As we mentioned earlier, matplotlib has a multiple object
structure. Graphics are built step by step by adding new
objects, resulting in great flexibility for personalizing
them. Although it is a simple structure it is not so simple
to extrapolate to any other graph. This allows it to be, in
general terms, not a very complicated package to enter, but
in some cases it is somewhat confusing. Still if learning
is fast.
Documentation. matplotlib has a very high degree of
documentation.
The official documentation of the package can be found
at its own web page [31], where among many other things
it has an index that explains in detail each function and
its corresponding parameters. In addition, being part of an
open source tool library, it is very easy to find all kinds
of forums, web pages and audiovisual content.

a.2) Microsoft Power BI (proprietary)
Microsoft tool launched in 2014 focused on Business Intelligence that allows to model, analyze and visualize data.
• Broad. The broad of POWER BI is 45.23%.
That means that for the total number of the 84 different
types of graphics from the point of view of its shape stated
in section II, Tableau is able to manage 38, which is near
to be a half. If the analysis is focused on the different
types, very disparate results are obtained, highlighting
the graphs of axes. For axis charts 22 of the 44 types
are covered; rectangle graphics are supported; for circle
graphics 6 of 13 types are covered; for map graphics
covers the most classic statistical map types; for drawing
graphics covers word cloud and waffle graphics. However, for network graphics compatibility is low. Finally,
Power BI incorporates a high degree of motion into your
graphics, provides support for R and Python, and allows
to import new visualizations.
• Depth. The depth of Power BI is high.
For each visualization, it generally has more than ten
dropdowns to modify the appearance of the same. These
options range from the legend, axes, labels, etc., to shading, background, shape, among others.
• Slope. The slope of the learning process is slightly steep.
It is not as intuitive a tool as any of its competitors,
especially at the beginning, i.e. it does not recommend

•

the appropriate parameters for each graph. However, once
its operation and structure are understood, it is a very
comfortable tool to use. One of its main advantages is the
format field, since, from a single panel we can modify
any aspect of the visualization.
Documentation. Power BI has a high degree of documentation.
On its official page it has its extensive documentation
in the form of guides with excellent explanations and
examples. In addition, it has a community forum, which
works especially well with a good active user base.

a.3) Tableau (proprietary)
Comprehensive analytics platform launched by Tableau Software in May 2013 focused on business intelligence and visual
analytics.
• Broad. The broad of Tableau is 35.71%.
That means that for the total number of the 84 different
types of graphics from the point of view of its shape stated
in section II, Tableau is able to manage 30, which is close
to a third. If the analysis is focused on the different types,
very disparate results are obtained, highlighting the graphs
of axes and maps above the others. For axis charts 22 of
the 44 types are covered; rectangle graphics are supported;
for map graphics it supports statistical, descriptive, flow,
weather and some specific-purpose maps. However, for
network graphics, drawing graphics, circles graphics their
compatibility is low. Lastly, Tableau incorporates a high
degree of motion into its graphics and provides support
for R and Python.
• Depth. The depth of Tableau is Medium.
In most visualizations we can modify aspects such as
color, size, labels, although not in a deep way. It should
be noted that their level of customization in terms of map
graphics is higher.
• Slope. The slope of the learning process is steep.
One of Tableau’s undoubtedly biggest advantages is its
intuitiveness. Its clean interface, the automatic identification and classification of parameters in dimensions and
measures, the graphics panel that indicates what type of
data to build the visualization make it a very easy tool to
understand.
• Documentation. Tableau has a medium degree of documentation.
On its official page it has guides and courses to learn how
to use the tool. They are useful, but they can significantly
slow down learning time. Being a proprietary tool, it is
more difficult to find portals where specific questions are
solved and there is not as much audiovisual content as for
open source tools, although it has a community forum. In
summary, its documentation is good but it does not have
the advantages offered by a large community such as open
source.
a.4) Qlik Sense (proprietary)
Complete data analysis platform launched in 2014 by Qlik.
• Broad. The broad of Microstrategy is 30.95%.

•

•

•

That means that for the total number of the 84 different
types of graphics from the point of view of its shape stated
in section II, Qlik is able to manage 26, which is close
to a third. If the analysis focuses on the different types,
poor results very similar to Microstrategy are obtained..
For axis charts 16 of the 44 types are covered; rectangle
graphics are supported; for circle graphics 3 of 13 types
are covered; for map graphics covers the most classic
statistical map types (choroplectics, bubbles, connections
and density); for drawing graphics only cover wordcloud
graph. However, for network graphics compatibility is
low.
Depth. The depth of Qlik is medium.
It allows modifying the most general aspects of the
visualizations at a medium level.
Slope. The slope of the learning process is very steep.
It is a very simple tool to use. To create a visualization
we only have to select a type of graph and assign it
the dimensions or measures of which it needs (similar to
Tableau). In addition, it has a section called “ Knowledge
” in which, based on our data, it creates the most common
views for this type of information. It is therefore one of
the easiest tools to use.
Documentation. Qlik has a high degree of documentation.
Its documentation is very well structured, extensive, clean
and the information is easy to find. Like the documentation, its community forum is well structured and it is easy
to find a post on any topic.

a.5) Microstrategy Desktop (proprietary)
MicroStrategy Desktop is a free self-service analytics-based
data discovery tool released by Microstrategy.
• Broad. The broad of Microstrategy is 30.95%.
That means that for the total number of the 84 different
types of graphics from the point of view of its shape stated
in section II, Microstrategy is able to manage 26, which
is close to a third.
If the analysis focuses on the different types, generally
good results are not obtained. For axis charts 16 of the
44 types are covered; rectangle graphics are supported;
for circle graphics 3 of 13 types are covered; for map
graphics covers the most classic statistical map types; for
drawing graphics covers word cloud and waffle graphics.
However, for network graphics compatibility is low. Finally, Microstrategy incorporates a high degree of motion
into your graphics, provides support for R and Python,
and allows you to import new visualizations.
• Depth. The depth of Microstategy is medium.
It allows modifying the most general aspects of the
visualizations at a medium level.
• Slope. The slope of the learning process is steep.
Its interface is practically the same as that of Tableau.
Identify and classify data into attributes and measures (in
Tableau he called them dimensions and measures). It also
has a dropdown menu that indicates what type of data
each visualization needs to create. In general, it is a very
clean and intuitive interface that allows to learn how to
use the tool in a very short period of time.

•

Documentation. Microstrategy has a medium degree of
documentation
Its documentation is too dense and its structure can be
confusing. It has a community forum, but it does not have
audiovisual guides and information can be difficult to find
on certain occasions. In short, although it has extensive
documentation pages, this is not as clear as it should be.
TABLE I
O PEN S OFTWARE S OURCE AND P ROPRIETARY S OFTWARE FOR
V ISUALIZATION C OMPARISON

Package
Broad
Depth
Slope
Documentation
Open Source Software
a
ggplot2
67.85%
VH
VH
VH
Matplotlib
55.95%
VH
M
VH
Proprietary Software
Microsoft Power BI
45.23%
H
M
H
Tableau
35.71%
M
H
M
Qlik Sense
30.95%
M
VH
H
Microstrategy Desktop
30.95%
M
H
M
a. VH: Very High; H: High; M: Medium; L: Low; VL: Very Low.

Table [I] summarizes the information presented on the
analysis of the visualization tools.

demands Data Science professionals with Knowledge in open
source and proprietary visualization tools. Nevertheless one
additional aspect can be considered and it is which kind of
tools, open source or proprietary could be taught before, and
in this case perhaps the selection will be open source because
they are more easy to obtain for the students because they are
free and also allow them more easily to the student to focus in
the learning on the technique fundamentals because they can
deal more in deep with all the features of the technique.
Future works include a more extensive comparison including
a large number of tools, fundamentally new open source
packages of R and libraries of Python. Also experimental data
of their application of the defined attributes over different sets
of students will be obtained and analyzed.
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IV. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the results of a research carried out
with the purpose to improve the teaching of a subject of
Data Science, Data Visualization, which is currently of great
interest both in the scientific and industrial communities. Data
Visualization involves, fundamentally, the knowledge of the use
of graphic techniques for visualizing data, and the knowledge
of the use of software tools that allow to do that.
Starting from the description of a new classification of the
data visualization techniques developed in this research, that
allow to a more easily understanding of the analogies and
differences between the different data visualization techniques
are their best use depending of which kind of data want be
visualized; this paper present an analysis of the tools, both
open source and proprietary, that can be used to teach the data
visualization techniques. To do that analysis four parameters
have been defined: Broad, Deep, Slope and Documentation.
In the previous section a comparative analysis about tools
have presented but some other conclusions can be added to
it about the advantages and disadvantages that can be found
in open source and proprietary software, free software has
a great advantage over proprietary software and that is its
great community that continually uploads new packages and
libraries to the network to improve the functionality of these
programs, and which can also be of great support when looking
for solutions to certain problems and doing that improve the
learning curve. Another advantage of free software is that has
a greater variety of visualizations of any kind and a greater
capacity for customization of these. Proprietary software also
has advantages over free software such as its speed when
creating any implementation, in general, only couple of fields
must be selected to create any visualization that make his
learning curve very fast.
In short, both options are more than recommended for using
in education of Data Visualization, also because the industry
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